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/1 INTRODUCTION

1.1. This Proof of Evidence is submitted on behalf of Community Gateway Association (‘the

appellant’) in support of an appeal against the decision of Preston City Council (‘the

council’) to refuse the outline planning application for up to 45no. dwellings with access

(all other matters reserved) at Old Rib Farm, 55 Halfpenny Lane, Longridge, Preston

PR3 2EA (planning application ref. 06/2019/0050).

Qualifications

1.2. I am Joshua Harry Hellawell. I am a Chartered Town Planner with over 7 years’

experience in private practice. I am a Senior Planner of PWA Planning based in Preston,

Lancashire. I am instructed by the Appellant and am familiar with the site and details

of the case having acted as agent for the outline application subject of this appeal.

1.3. I have considerable experience in dealing with housing matters, specifically sites across

the North West. I am familiar with the policies of the Development Plan, including the

housing requirement and locational policies. I have been involved with sites in Preston

for over 5 years.

1.4. I understand my duty to the Inquiry and have complied, and will continue to comply,

with that duty. I confirm that this evidence identifies all facts which I regard as being

relevant to the opinion that I have provided, and that the Inquiry's attention has been

drawn to any matter which would affect the validity of that opinion. I believe that the

facts stated within this proof are true and that the opinions expressed are correct.
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/2 BACKGROUND AND PROPOSITIONS

The Appeal Proposal

2.1. This outline planning application seeks permission for the erection of 45no. dwellings

with access (all other matters reserved) at Old Rib Farm, Halfpenny Lane, Longridge

PR3 2EA. It is proposed that the site takes vehicular access from Halfpenny Lane,

through the extant scheme known as ‘Old Rib Phase 1’ approved under application ref.

6/2017/1048.

The Decision on the Application

2.2. The application was accepted as valid on 8th February 2019 and the application

progressed through its determination period.

2.3. Following an initial period of consultation during the application process, a number of

responses were received. Of particular relevance was the response from the Council’s

Environmental Health Officer (‘EHO’). Additional information was supplied to address

the initial consultation responses, including noise and odour assessments dated May

2019 and 10th June 2019 respectively, the latter assessment is included in Appendix

K of the Appellant’s SoC. The case officer, Mr Sandover, subsequently wrote a report

to Planning Committee for their meeting on 8th August 2019, recommending the

application for approval subject to a S106 agreement.

2.4. The August 2019 Committee Report concluded that the harm resulting from the

proposed development would not significantly and demonstrably outweigh the

benefits. The recommendation was made on the basis that the Council was unable to

demonstrate a 5 year housing land supply on the basis of the 2017 Joint Memorandum

of Understanding (JMOU) and the continued application of Central Lancashire Core

Strategy (CS) Policy 4 requirements, and that Paragraph 11d)ii of the National Planning

Policy Framework (NPPF) was engaged. It was considered that the proposal would be

partially compliant with CS Policy 1(f) and that there would be no harm to the adjacent

heritage asset.
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2.5. Notwithstanding the above, the adjacent pig farm (Belmont Farm) lobbied for

reconsideration as to the odour impacts from its future farming operations on the

proposed development, and as a result the application was deferred at the Planning

Committee on 8th August 2019.

2.6. Following the deferral, on 12th August 2019, representatives from PWA Planning and

Miller Goodall (odour consultants) met with planning officers from the City Council as

well as the operators of the neighbouring farm in an effort to agree the baseline for an

updated odour assessment. A position was agreed, an updated odour assessment was

submitted by the Appellant in October 2019. It was clear from the report that the key

issue was the keeping of pigs outdoors in any considerable numbers.

2.7. In an effort to make progress, the Council suggested that the Agricultural Development

and Advisory Service (ADAS) be commissioned (at the cost of the Appellant) to provide

advice to the Council on the odour issues and a review of the submitted assessment

undertaken by Miller Goodall. This was eventually agreed and the ADAS assessment of

the odour assessments conducted by Miller Goodall dated 10th June 2019 and 7th

October 2019 (SoC Appendices K and L) was received in early January 2020 (SoC

Appendix M). Their assessment concluded that there would be a significant negative

impact upon the amenity of the occupiers of the proposed residential dwellings,

assuming those buildings with planning consent were to be implemented.

2.8. Following this Miller Goodall, the Appellant’s odour impact assessors, provided further

responses to the ADAS critique of their assessment and a final odour assessment

(version 3) (SoC Appendix N) was provided in late January 2020, which detailed

increased adverse impacts when accommodating the assumptions from ADAS.

2.9. In December 2019, an appeal decision was issued by the Planning Inspectorate for a

site in neighbouring South Ribble Borough Council (one of the additional two Council

areas included in the CS) at Chain House Lane, Whitestake (PINS ref:

APP/F2360/W/19/3234070) (CDHB2). Following this on 20th December 2019, the

Council issued a press release and an updated housing position statement, using the
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Chain House Lane appeal decision as sole justification for arriving at this updated

position. The outcome was that the Council then claimed it could demonstrate a 5-year

housing land supply.

2.10. The only stated reason for the Council’s changed position was the conclusions of the

Inspector for the Chain House Lane appeal. I was also aware that the appellant in that

case had commenced a legal challenge to this decision.

2.11. Accordingly, it was recommended that planning permission be refused in Mr Sandover’s

report to Planning Committee (CDFC3). The key (and indeed only material) change in

the report in relation to the principle of development was the Council’s position in terms

of its 5-year housing land supply, resulting from the claimed validation by the Chain

House Lane appeal inspector of the amended housing requirements set out in the draft

2019 JMOU. The report to committee concluded that the tilted balance was no longer

engaged and that the policies of the Development Plan carried full weight and that the

conflict with policy inherent in the application was not outweighed by any other material

considerations

2.12. Equally in response to Miller Goodall’s third odour assessment dated 29th January 2020

(SoC Appendix N), ADAS provided additional comments dated 4th February 2020,

however the content of these comments was only shared with me on 17th March 2021.

Nevertheless, Mr Sandover confirmed in late changes to the committee on 5th February

2020 (CDFC4), that as ADAS concluded that the odour impacts would still have an

adverse effect on residential amenity, that his recommendation of refusal was not

changed.

2.13. This recommendation was accepted by the council’s Planning Committee and on the

basis of two reasons for refusal, the first in relation to settlement strategy and open

countryside policy conflict, and the second in relation to odour impacts on future

residential amenity.
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2.14. A short time after the Planning Committee meeting in February 2020, the Secretary of

State conceded that the Chain House Lane appeal decision should be quashed as it was

legally flawed. Despite this concession, South Ribble Borough Council resolved to defend

the Secretary of State’s decision and a Court hearing took place in June 2020. The

judgement from the High Court relating to the challenge was handed down on 21st

August 2020, quashing the decision. In so doing it removed the primary basis for the

Council’s change of position between the two Committee reports. In those

circumstances the only appropriate and coherent approach would have been for the

Council to revert to its original position as of October 2019, meaning the first reason for

refusal would not have been included and an assessment would have been undertaken

as to whether concerns relating to odour would have, in isolation, justified a refusal of

planning permission.

2.15. Separately, and shortly before the High Court judgement was handed down, an appeal

was decided in Chorley for a large residential development on safeguarded land. The

appeal was allowed on the basis that the Council was unable to demonstrate a five-year

housing supply and that the ‘tilted’ balance was engaged. The Inspector in that case

considered also the traditional, or ‘flat’ planning balance and concluded that the grant

of planning permission would still be justified.

2.16. The matters detailed in the two preceding paragraphs were all subsequently discussed

in further detail as part of the recent Inquiry held between 9th and 12th of February

2021, in relation to a decision by Preston City Council to refuse an ‘Outline application

for up to 151 dwellings with associated works’ on Land at Cardwell Farm, Garstang

Road, Barton, Preston, PR3 5DR. The appeal decision was issued on the 9th of March

2021 (CDHB23) and the Inspector has provided his view on a number of these similar

issues in relation to the first reason for refusal relating to this appeal.

2.17. The Inspector acknowledges there is conflict with Policy 1 of the CS and Policies AD1

(b) and EN1 of the LP and the development plan overall at paragraph 66 of the Appeal

decision, however because there is a need to breach the settlement boundaries to
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provide enough housing land, he considered that Policies AD1 (b) and EN1 are out-of-

date and considered that these policies should be afforded moderate, not full weight.

The Inspector also noted that there is no breach of Policy 4 of the CS in that the

development will assist in meeting the housing requirement and has the potential to

contribute to five-year supply.

2.18. Regardless of the above, and in relation to the first reason for refusal, I am not satisfied

with the view taken by the Council regarding the application of CS Policy 1, which is a

policy dealing with the settlement hierarchy. It is considered that the Council have

assessed the proposals against the wrong section of the policy. In my opinion, Part b

iii) is the correct section of this policy, against which this development ought to have

been assessed.

2.19. In relation to the second reason for refusal, I consider that the LPA has not properly

assessed the odour impacts and that the second reason for refusal is unjustified and

without merit. Having considered the evidence provided within the Proofs of Evidence

of Mr Harvey and Ms Horan, as well as the previous legal advice provided by leading

Counsel, I consider that the Council has fallen into legal error in using an unrealistic

future stocking scenario which would result in odour nuisance across existing

residences, as the baseline for odour assessment. Such a baseline would itself amount

to a situation where a significant number of existing dwellings and their residents would

be subject to a statutory nuisance and this cannot therefore provide the appropriate

baseline for assessing odour impacts to the appeal proposals. Using more appropriate

assessment of odour impacts it is clear that the appeal proposals would not be subject

to unacceptable levels of odour and that this should not then be a reason for refusal.
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/3 PROPOSITION 1

Proposition 1 – The LPA has assessed the proposals against the wrong

provision of Policy 1. The correct provision is criterion b iii) as opposed to

criterion f.

3.1. With regard to the above proposition the Council have stated the following within

section 5.14 of their Statement of Case:

“CS Policy 1 provides for growth and investment within Central Lancashire to the extent

that it would support the key service centre of Longridge. The subsequently adopted

Local Plan allocates land with the capacity to deliver approximately 488 new homes

(allocation HS1,14) to fulfil the intended purpose of CS Policy 1(b). Additional land

outside of that Local Plan allocation falls outside CS Policy 1(b) and therefore the

Council’s position in assessing the original planning application under CS Policy 1(f) was

correct and the Council’s case is that the appeal should be determined with reference

to CS Policy 1(f).”

3.2. Considering the above it is noteworthy that CS Policy 1 provision (b) was included within

previous draft versions of the CS prior to the allocation of strategic site HS1.14. I take

this to demonstrate that there was always an intention to focus growth on the periphery

of Longridge and the later allocation of land was an attempt to instigate such growth.

This is further established by the fact the wording of the policy was not changed to

make direct reference to the allocation, in the same way it does to the Cottam Strategic

Site and the North West Preston Strategic Location (part a (ii)), which reads as follows:

“Growth and investment will be concentrated in:

The Preston/South Ribble Urban Area comprising:

….

ii. The northern suburbs of Preston, focussing on Local Centres, with greenfield

development within the Cottam Strategic Site and the North West Preston
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Strategic Location.”

3.3. If allocation HS1.14 was intended to fulfil the requirement of part b then the policy

should have been worded accordingly to confirm as such, as it has in other sections.

The meaning of CS Policy 1 part b) is clear on its face. The language is clear, and the

meaning is not obscure. In my opinion the appeal proposals should correctly be

assessed against the requirements of CS Policy 1 criterion b) and not criterion f).
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/4 PROPOSITION 2

Proposition 2 – The LPA have not properly assessed the odour impacts and

cannot base a reason for refusal on hypothetical business expansion.

4.1 In preparing for this appeal, Ms Horan requested that the modelling software provider,

CERC, peer review and validate the modelling work. CERC raised concerns about the

realism of the stocking levels at the farm against which the modelling was undertaken.

In light of these concerns, PWA raised the issue with the LPA in a letter sent by email

on 16th March 2021. The response from the LPA alleged that there had been some

misunderstanding and that the modelled figures were higher than would seem

reasonable. It also became clear that ADAS, acting for the LPA were intending on

providing evidence to the Inquiry on farm stocking levels and indeed had already

provided alternative stocking levels which were set out in the LPA’s response.

4.2 This represents a change in position by the LPA from that taken at the time of

determination. When refused the Council based their decision on the modelled levels,

which they now accept as being excessive. If the Council no longer relies upon the

stocking levels confirmed by the farmers then the Council no longer invites to refuse

the appeal on the same basis as it refused the application. As a result of this it was

decided that the appellant would need to call an additional witness to provide evidence

on farm practices and stocking levels. Mr Harvey had already been instructed to prepare

a report as to likely stocking levels on a holding such as Belmont Farm. As a result of

the Council’s indications, Mr Harvey has provided a proof of evidence which (inter alia)

reviews the original assumed stocking levels and presents his assessment of alternative

realistic farm stocking levels.

4.3 Ms Horan has then undertaken further modelling, against these alternative figures, this

has resulted in four modelled scenarios:

• The assumption that the figures modelled for are a correct representation of the

farm’s expansion.
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• The revised figures that ADAS have advised they will be modelling following their

review of the farming operation.

• The maximum occupancy for the farm with the approved buildings when

considered in the context of both the Red Tractor Assurance Pig Standards (2017)

and the RSPCA Welfare Standards for Pigs (2016). The figures that agricultural

expert, Mr Harvey, would expect the farm to operate at.

4.4 The key consideration is whether these matters were appropriately dealt with by the

LPA as part of the application or whether the assessment was flawed, so resulting in an

inappropriate reason for refusal. In this context the appellant sought advice from

leading Counsel on the matter which is discussed within section 5 of the submitted Proof

of Evidence, with the full advice note also included with Appendix I of said document.

4.5 Aside from the legal framework against which the LPA ought properly to have

considered the impact of odours, the evidence of the other witnesses, Mr Harvey and

Ms Horan is also of considerable significance.

4.6 Mr Harvey is able to conclude that the realistic stocking levels are 1,280 pigs. This is a

total contrast to the modelling we were required to undertake during the applications

determination, which was for 4,750 pigs in total and is also more than half the figure

claimed achievable by RSK ADAS (2,850). The disparity between the figures is a clear

indication the parameters put forward for the initial modelling exercises amounted to a

flawed assessment that should never have formed the basis for a reason for refusal.

4.7 In considering the revised figures Ms Horan is able to demonstrate that, at the realistic

stocking levels and subject to appropriate mitigation and safeguards, that the impacts

are significantly reduced from those illustrated in previous modelling exercises.

4.8 Moreover this also means that there could be a scenario whereby the farm can continue

to operate and expand to a realistic level, subject to appropriate management, without

generating odour impacts in excess of those experience at existing properties close to

the farm.
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/5 PROPOSITION 3

Proposition 3 – The proposal offers the potential to deliver a high-quality

development in a sustainable location which would deliver a range of social,

economic and environmental benefits in accordance with Paragraph 8 of the

Framework.

5.1. The submitted proof of evidence considers the proposal in the context of all relevant

technical and environmental constraints as well as detailing the benefits the scheme

would deliver. The analysis has been undertaken to ensure the development is

considered and subsequently determined in accordance with the presumption in favour

of sustainable development as detailed in the National Planning Policy Framework.

Specifically, Paragraph 8 states that sustainable development has three roles relating

to economic, social, and environmental dimensions.

5.2. In summary regarding the economic role, the development would result in both direct

and indirect benefits that include the creation of construction jobs and additional

household spending within the wider economy. The economic benefits attract moderate

weight in the decision-making process.

5.3. In considering the social role, the proposed development would add much-needed

quality to the local housing market. The provision of open market, and in particular the

policy compliant level of affordable housing, attracted significant positive weight in the

decision-making process as set out in Mr Sandover’s report (CDFC3). Particularly given

the undersupply of housing in Preston, as discussed within Mr Pycroft’s Proof of

Evidence, and Mr Stacey’s Proof of Evidence. The site is located sustainably, and future

residents would benefit from the local services already available within Longridge.

5.4. Finally, in relation to the environmental role, from a landscape and agricultural

perspective, the site is unremarkable. Any landscape harm was previously accepted by

the Council in its 2019 assessment of the application and should only be attributed
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limited weight in any determination of the application, particularly given it is localised

in impact. The provision of open space, and associated biodiversity benefits weigh in

favour of the proposal. The land would be redeveloped for an appropriate use,

complementing the surrounding environment. Therefore, the environmental aspect of

sustainability is met.

5.5. Having regard to all of the points outlined above, I consider that the proposals have the

potential to deliver sustainable development for the purposes of the Framework and

consistent with those relevant policies of the development plan.
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/6 PROPOSITION 4

Proposition 4 – The planning balance justifies the appeal being allowed.

6.1. The evidence provided by Mr De Pol and Mr Pycroft indicates that the tilted balance set

out at NPPF Paragraph 11 is engaged in this case and for the reasons I have indicated

earlier, I concur with that assessment. Against this assessment, the requirement that

harms must significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits is a deliberately very

high threshold, hence the term ‘the tilted balance’.

Tilted Balance

6.2. It is my position that the proposal has the potential, subject to appropriate mitigation

and planning contributions, to provide for sustainable development.

6.3. Paragraph 11d(ii) of the NPPF, mandates that where the policies which are most

important for determining the application are out of date, as addressed in my SoC and

the Strategic Policy Proof of Evidence produced by Alexis De Pol, planning permission

should be granted unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and

demonstrably outweigh the benefits when assessed against the policies in the NPPF

taken as a whole.

6.4. It is contended that the tilted balance is engaged in this case and in this context, it is

contended that the balance weighs heavily in favour of the grant of planning permission.

This is a conclusion which officers of the Council also arrived at in the balancing

assessment undertaken and set out in the report to Committee in 2019.

Flat Balance

6.5. Notwithstanding the point as to the tilted balance being engaged which is the

Appellant’s primary case, it is considered that in the event of the ‘flat balance’ the limited

harm arising from the proposed development would still be outweighed by the benefits

of the scheme. Planning permission is therefore considered to be justified based on the

general planning balancing exercise, i.e. the accumulation of ‘other material
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considerations’ as per Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

This position is supported by two recent decisions, firstly application 06/2018/1157 -

Land adjacent 329 Preston Road, Preston and secondly the Pear Tree Lane appeal

decision (Appeal Ref: APP/D2320/W/20/3247136). Both decisions are discussed within

the Proof of Evidence within sections 7.9 and 7.13 respectfully.

6.6. For the reasons set out above and within the Proof of Evidence I would invite a

conclusion that the correct approach in this case is that the Council is unable to

demonstrate a 5-year supply of housing land, that the tilted balance applies. If it is

concluded that the 5-year supply should be calculated using the standard method, the

tilted balance would still apply for the reasons discussed.

6.7. Taking the policy conflict issue, I conclude that on a tilted balance case, the benefits of

this development would significantly and demonstrably outweigh any harms such that

there would be no question that the balance would be in favour of the development.

Even if the tilted balance were not to apply and the policy conflict was afforded greater

weight, I would reach the same conclusion that the benefits far outweigh the harm.

6.8. Taking all of the issues into account and informed by other recent decisions as

highlighted above, given the very limited harms claimed to arise in this case, the weight

of the benefits are such as to allow me to conclude that, whether the balance is flat or

tilted, in accordance with the presumption in favour of sustainable development,

planning permission should be granted for the proposed development. For these

reasons I would invite the Inspector to allow this appeal.
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